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This invention relates to apparatus for use in emptying 
large ?exible, collapsible shipping containers of the type 
having a discharge opening in the center of one of the 
ends thereof. ' 

In emptying containers of this type, thercontainer is 
suspended from the end thereof opposite the end having 
the discharge opening so that the material contained 
therein will ?ow by gravity through the discharge open 
ing upon removal of a closure plug. It often happens, 
however, that all of the material does not ?ow out of 
the container, there being a tendency for a part of the 
material to remain in the lower corner portions of the 
container. . 

The object of the present invention is to provide appa 
ratus which will insure complete emptying of the con 
tainer. To accomplish this object, the apparatus includes 
a central frame having an opening therethrough adapted 
to be aligned with the discharge opening in the container 
and elongated radiating elements or arms secured to the 
frame and adapted to be pressed against the container to 
distort the end of the container adjacent the discharge 
opening to a funnel shape to thereby insure complete 
emptying of the container. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention 
will become apparent from the following description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevational view of one form of 
the apparatus of the invention, showing in broken lines 
the actuation of the apparatus to distort the end of a con 
tainer to funnel shape to insure complete emptying of the 
container; 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the apparatus of Fig. 1 
showing in solid lines the apparatus in distorting position 
and in broken lines in non-distorting position; 

Fig. 3 is an elevational view of a modi?ed form of the 
invention; 

Fig. 4‘ is a top plan view of the modi?cation of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 is an elevational view similar to that of Fig. 3, 

but showing the apparatus distorting the end of the con 
tainer to funnel shape during emptying thereof; 

Fig. 6 is an elevational view of still another modi?ed 
form of the invention; 

Fig. 7 is a top plan view of the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 6, and 

Fig. 8 is an elevational view similar to that of Fig. 6, 
but showing the apparatus distorting the end of the con 
tainer to funnel shape during emptying thereof. 

Referring to the drawings and in particular to Fig. 1, 
there is shown a collapsible container, generally desig 
nated by the reference letter C, of the general type with 
which the apparatus of the present invention is intended . 
to be used. The container is formed of ?exible rubber 
ized cord fabric, and when ?lled is of a generally cylin 
drical shape. The container is provided at one end with 
a central lifting eye L by which the container may be 
lifted by suitable means, such as the chain hoist H, illus 
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. trated. A ?lling opening F is‘provided in the top of the‘ 
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container to one side of the lifting eye L and a discharge 
opening D is provided in the other end of the container 
at the center thereof. A ?exible fabric sock or sleeve S 
secured to the ?tting of the discharge opening D serves 
as a spout through which the material may flow from the 
container into a bin, hopper or conveyor B. A tie-string, 
clamp, or other fastening device is normally provided to 
close off the sleeve. When not in use, the sleeve S is 
tucked into the container and covered by the usual closure 
plug (not shown). 

Steel reinforcing cables W, secured to the lifting eye 
L at one end and at spaced points to the .lower end of a 
container serve to prevent bulging of the ends of the con 
tainer and to take the load during lifting of the container. 
The container is generally of the type disclosed in U. S. 
Patent No. 2,612,924, which is assigned to the same as 
signee as the instant application, and reference is made 
thereto for a more detailed description of the structure 
thereof. 

In accordance with the invention, the apparatus in 
cludes a plurality of pairs of diametrically opposed radiat 
ing arms 18 pivotally secured to circumferentially spaced 
vertically extending framework members 11. Each arm 
10 is secured to a short shaft 12 and each shaft 12 is con 
nected to adjacent shafts 12 by universal connections 13 
so that the shafts must turn in unison. Alternate shafts 
12 are journalled in bearings 14-. Each bearing 14 is se 
cured to one of the vertically extending supporting frame 
work members 11. The framework members 11 are 
spaced to provide an opening therebetween through which 
the emptying sleeve or sock S of the container may ex 
tend. The vertically extending frame members 11 are 
braced by a horizontal framework 15. 

Fluid actuated cylinders 16 are pivotally secured to the 
base of each of the vertically extending supporting frames 
11 and the piston rods 16a thereof are pivotally attached 
to the alternate arms 10. Admission of ?uid under pres 
sure to the cylinder 16 to extend the piston rods 16a 
thereof, therefore, serves to pivot all the arms 1t.l simul 
taneously, by reason of the universal connections 13, to 
the position shown in broken lines in Fig. l and in solid 
lines in Fig. 2, so that the end of the container is dis 
torted to the ?uted funnel shape shown in. Figs. 1 and 2 
as the container empties thereby insuring that all the ma 
terial is emptied from the container through the empty 
ing sock S into the bin, hopper or conveyor B. The 
container is placed on the arms 10 while they are in 
horizontal or planar position. 
A conventional ?uid pressure actuated vibrator 10a is 

secured to one of the arms 10 and vibration of the arms 
10 thereby is transmitted to the container to provide fur 
ther insurance of free flow of the material from the con 
tainer, particularly when the material is of a powdered 
or granular form which sometimes becomes caked. 
While it is within the scope of the invention to pivot 

the arms 10 directly at the inner ends thereof, they are 
preferably pivoted, as illustrated, at points spaced out 
wardly from the inner ends of the arms. By this ar 
rangement some of the weight of the container and con 
tents is utilized to pivot the arms. It also will be noted 
that the pivot point of each arm 10 is below the upper 
container engaging surface of the arm so that when the 
arms are pivoted to the position shown in broken lines in 
Fig. 1, the inner ends thereof will be adjacent the dis 
charge opening D. This combination of features insures 
continuity of the ?uted funnel shape up to the periphery 
of the ?tting of the discharge opening D so that no 
pockets are formed adjacent the discharge opening D 
into which material might be trapped. 

Like the form of the invention shown in Fig. 1, the 
‘modi?cation shown in Figs. 3-5 also includes a plurality 
of pairs of diametrically opposed radiating arms .17 piv 
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,otally , secured at, circumferentiallynspaced I points“ to‘ a 
frame 18. As best shown in Fig. 4, the frame 18 is 
formed of a plurality of short sections of shaft 18a which 

gin :turn are secured together. to. :form. .unitarrropen 
,afrarne,v Like ‘the_;for1nl_.0,f vthe apparatus. shown in Fig.1, 
a the arms are pivotally secured to the-shafts 18a>atpoints 
“spaced outwardly ;_from_._t_he, inner‘ends of", thepalrrns; 17 
and below the 'outer container engaging surfaces of the 
'arms,17., .7 y .. i a. ,u 

.. Secured to the free endlofreachvarm 17 by means of 
,"a ‘hook*19is ar-cable 20. The cables 20 are inturnse 
cured ‘at their othercnds 1Q>aWringU21 havingpaniouter 
diameter equal to or greater than that ,of',the;contai_ner. 

. The, ring 21 in turn isgsupporteddfrom a‘ri'ng 22., from 
which thewcontainerrislalso v-_suspe,ndjed,by a cable 23. 
The, ring 22 issecuredjto :a conventional fluidgactuated 

' vibrator 24 ,and'thejvibrator-is secur'edto; a chain hoist H. 
, .IInemPtying' acontainer-withgthe; apparatus of Fig.‘ 3, 
:.the container'is placed‘on‘ the arms 11 ., _ITwo or more of 
.wthe, cables '20 maybe 'unhoo'ked, to permit-placement‘ of 
thecontainer on thearms 17, ,The arms17 rest on the 
ground or ?oor during placement of the container thereon 

a and each arm is provided ,withaleg 25 adjacent the end 
.th'ereofyto hold the arms level during, placement of the 
container thereon. The containervand apparatus is then 
raised by means of .the hoist H andpositioned'ov‘er the 

shopper or: bin B into ‘which the material is to be-em'ptied. 
. The closure-plug (not shown) for’the'dis'charge opening 
, D is removed and the sleeve S is pulled out ‘andunfas 
‘toned. As the container empties the arms press into‘the 
container, due-to the weight'of the container and lading 

, action thereornthereby distorting the ‘end of the container 
‘to’ a ?uted funnel shape'to insure corn‘pleteemptying of 
the container. The ring 21 holds the‘ cables 20 apart 

. adjacent thetop of the container ‘thereby insuring con 
tinuity of the funnel shape from the'top of the container 
to'the discharge ‘opening D at thebottom'thereof. Op 
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one end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening 

' th-er'ethrou‘ghadapted‘ to be ‘alignedi'with 'the discharge 
opening of the container,‘ a plurality of elongated ele 
ments pivotally secured to said frame and radiating from 
said frame at circumferentially spaced points and means 
for pivoting said elements against the container wall sur 
rounding the discharge- opening, said elements when 
pivoted agiain'st'isaid container wall surrounding the dis 
charge opening‘ together de?ning an‘inverted substantial 
frustro-iconical framesoas todistort said container wall 
surrounding said discharge ‘opening to a ?uted funnel 
shape so that flow of material from ‘i the container is 
thereby‘facilitated. _ V p 

2. LApparatus ‘for’use ‘in ‘emptying collapsible generally 
cylindrical containers having 3,,‘(ilSCl’lE1I‘g6 opening through 
one end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening 
therethrough, adapted to be aligned with the discharge 
opening of ‘the container, ,a plurality of elongated rigid 
‘arms pivotally securedto said frame-and radiating from 
said frame at, circumferentially-spaced points and-means 
for pivoting said arms against the container ‘wallsur 
rounding'the discharge op'eningsaid armsjwhen pivoted 
‘against said container‘ wall ‘surrounding the discharge ' 
opening together de?ningan inverted substantially frustro 
conical frame so as to distort saidcontainer wall sur 
rounding said discharge-opening'to a'?uted funnelshape 
‘so that ?ow‘of material from'the-container is thereby 
facilitated. _ . ., . . . 

. 3_ Apparatus foruseain'emptyingcollapsiblegenerally 
cylindrical containers having a discharge openingthrough 
‘one end .thereoficomprisingna frame having an opening 
'theret'hroughiadapted to ,bexalign‘ed‘ with the'idischarge 
i‘opening of :the container, a ‘.plurality‘.ofiielougated‘ Sarms 
w pivotally' secured to .said‘ frame .and ‘radiating ifromisaid 
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eration of the vibrator 24 provides further insurance of ' 
free ?ow of the material, particularly'when the ‘material 
'is in a powdered or‘ granular form which sometimes be 
comes caked. ‘ i . . 

The ‘modi?cation as shown‘ in Figs. 6, 7 and‘8', like-the 
forms of the‘invention shown in Figs. 1' and 4, includes 

’ a plurality of diametrically v"opposed. radiating arms ‘26 
‘which engage ‘and distort the‘end of the" container 0' to 

‘ a funnel shape to insure complete emptying of 1the ‘con 
tainer. . 

The‘arms‘ are secured at one end 'at'circurnferentially 
{spaced points to a'lower horizontal vring 7.27 and'at the 
other end to anupper;v larger horizontal ring 28's'o‘that‘ the 
arms together form a rigidsubstantially frustro-conical 
name similar in ‘shape to that ‘de?ned'by’the'arms of the 

i previously described modi?cations when in ‘distorting posi 
-'tibn. The frame may be provided with‘ a‘suitable sup 
“porting framework (not shown)‘ or‘ may be‘ supported'in 
‘ v‘an’ ‘opening ‘through a ?oor, as illustrated. 

In utilizing this form of the‘invention,1the container 
'is'l'merely lowered‘into the‘frustro-conical frame'iformed 
""by'the arms 26 and the ‘weight of the container‘ and con 
tents pressing on the arms 26*distortsthe' end‘ of the con 
‘taine'i' to a funnel shape‘ as shown in'Fig. 8,‘thereby' insur 
iin'g emptying ‘of' the container. 

‘ From the above description it can be seen'that there 
' is "provided a novel apparatus for 'use in emptying col 
' llapsible containers which will insure‘ complete ‘emptying 
'of'the ‘container. ‘While certain preferred forms of the 
i'inverition'have‘ beeniv‘shown ‘andidescribed; it is who 

‘ understood that‘this is‘ for'the purpose ‘of'illustrati'on 'only 
and‘ that changes'and modi?cations can be“ madetherein 
without departing“from"the spirit and s'cope'ofthe'inven 
tio'n. ' 

Having thus described'my invention; 
" ‘desire to'pro‘tect'b'y‘Lettérs‘ Patent is: 

7 11. Apparatus for ‘use in ' emptying collapsible ‘generally 
*cylindrical'cont'ainer's having a discharge :o'p‘ening‘through 

what I ‘claim’ and 
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ifrarne at circumferentially"spaced points,‘ andfluid actu 
‘ ated means operativelyco'nnectedito‘ said arms for piv 
.oting said armsagainstlthevcontainer ‘wall surrounding 
"the .discharge‘ opening :said. . arms ‘ when‘ ‘pivoted ‘ ‘against 
said‘ container wall‘ surrounding the"'discharge'opening 
together de?ning an inverted‘substantially frustro-conical 
frame‘ so'as-“to ‘distort saidlicontai'ner Wall ‘surrounding 

"saidldischa'rge" opening to a ‘?utedifunnel shape so?that 
"?ow of/material‘from ‘the container'listhereby facilitated. 

4. Apparatus for use in emptying ‘collapsible'generally 
cylindrical containers ‘having a‘discharge' opening through 
roneiend thereof comprising,‘ a'fr'arne having an ‘opening 
therethrough adapted to ‘be'falign'ed'withTthe-discharge 

' opening ‘of the‘ container," a‘iplurality~of"elongated”ele 
ments pivotally secured to said frame and radiating‘ from 
said‘ frame'at ‘circu'mferentia-lly‘ spaced points,"cables 

‘ secured ‘to ‘the free ends '-_of- said-elements fon'pressing 
‘said elementsagainst‘theconta‘iner wall surrounding‘ the 
discharge op'e‘ni'ng; said ‘elements'iiwh'en pressede‘against 
said container wall surrounding the discharge‘opening 
‘together de?ning an iriverted'substantially frustro-co'nical 
'frame so as to distort said container wall surrounding 
“said discharge opéning‘to‘ a ?iited'efunriel shape so'that 
flow of material from the container isither’eby facilitated. 

5. Apparatus for‘ use in emptying‘ c'ollapsiblejgenerally 
cylindrical containers having a discharge’o'pening'through 

"oneend 'thereofic'ortipri'singg' a frame having‘an opening 
therethrough adapted to be aligned with the i:discharge 
opening of the container," a’ pluralityi‘of elongated‘ arms 
‘pivotally' secured ' to ‘said ‘frame "and w‘ radiating v"from “ said 
frame at"circumferentially"'spaced"'points," ‘and cables 

’ secured to the free‘ends of'saidarms‘for ipii/oting said 
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arms against the container wall surrounding 'the discharge 
opening, said arms when pivoted said ‘container 
wall‘ surrounding the discharge opening {together de?ning 
an inverted vsubstantiallyTfrustro-conical frame so as ‘to 

‘distort said container wall surrounding said > discharge 
' opening to a ?uted funnel shape so‘ that ?ow of material 

' from‘. the 1 containerfis? thereby, facilitated. .. . 
' t5. ‘Apparatusiifog‘msein emptying Tcolla'psible generally 
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cylindrical containers having a discharge opening through 
one end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening 
therethrough adapted to be aligned with the discharge 
opening of the container, a plurality of elongated ele 
ments pivotally secured to said frame and radiating from 
said frame at circumferentially spaced points so that 
they can be pressed against the container wall surround 
ing the discharge opening, said elements when pressed 
against the container wall surrounding the discharge 
opening together de?ning an inverted substantially frustro 
conical frame so as to distort said container wall sur 
rounding said discharge opening to a ?uted funnel shape 
so that flow of .material from the container is thereby 
facilitated. 

7. Apparatus for use in emptying collapsible generally 
cylindrical containers having a discharge opening at one 
end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening there 
through adapted to be aligned with the discharge open 
ing of the container, a plurality of elongated arms piv 
otally secured to said frame and radiating from said 
frame at circumferentially spaced points, an annular 
member suspended above the container, and cables se 
cured at one end to said annular member and at the 
other end to the free ends of said arms by which said 
arms may be pressed against the container wall sur 
rounding the discharge opening, said arms when pressed 
against the container wall surrounding the discharge open 
ing together de?ning an inverted substantially frustro 
conical frame so as to distort said container wall sur 
rounding said discharge opening to a ?uted funnel shape 
so that flow of material from the container is thereby 
facilitated._ 

8; Apparatus for use in emptying collapsible generally 
cylindrical containers having a discharge opening through 
one end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening 
therethrough adapted to be aligned with the discharge 
opening of the container, a plurality of elongated arms 
pivotally secured to said frame and radiating from said 
frame at circumferentially spaced points, the pivot point 
of said arms being adjacent to but spaced outwardly 
from the inner ends of said arms and spaced from the 
upper container engaging surfaces of the arms, and means 
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for pivoting said arms against the container wall sur 
rounding the discharge opening, said arms when pivoted 
against said container wall surrounding the discharge 
opening together de?ning an inverted substantially frustro~ 
conical frame so as to distort said container surrounding 
said discharge opening to a ?uted funnel shape so that 
?ow of the material from the container is thereby facili 
tated. 

9. Apparatus for use in emptying collapsible generally 
cylindrical containers having a discharge opening through‘ 
one end thereof comprising, a frame having an opening 
therethroug'h adapted to be aligned with the discharge 
opening of the container, elongated elements secured to 
said frame and radiating outwardly therefrom, said ele~ 
ments being movable against the wall of the container 
surrounding the discharge opening said elements when 
moved against the wall of the container surrounding the 
discharge opening together de?ning an inverted substan— 
tially frustro-conical frame so as to distort said container 
wall surrounding said discharge opening to a ?uted funnel 
shape to thereby facilitate ?ow of stock from the con 
tainer. 

10. Apparatus for use in emptying collapsible gener 
ally cylindrical containers having a discharge opening 
through one end thereof comprising, a frame having an 
opening therethrough adapted to be aligned with the 
discharge opening of the container, a plurality of elon 
gated elements secured to said frame and. radiating from 
said frame at circumferentially spaced points and to 
gether de?ning an inverted substantially frustro-conical 
frame during the emptying of the container adapted to 
distort the wall of the container adjacent said one end 
to a ?uted funnel shape. 
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